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Chapter

Cu Wiring Fabrication by
Supercritical Fluid Deposition for
MEMS Devices
Eiichi Kondoh

Abstract
Process technologies that use supercritical CO2 fluids to fabricate highaspect-ratio three-dimensional nano- and micro-components are described.
Supercritical CO2 is a state of CO2 above the critical point. Supercritical CO2 fluids
are used as alternatives to common media (gases and liquids) in MEMS device
fabrication to both overcome the drawbacks of these materials and to realize a
superior three-dimensional process opportunity. Supercritical fluids behave as both
gases and liquids, offer many of the advantages of both, and have zero surface tension. Supercritical fluids are an ideal medium for fabricating very high-aspect-ratio
features owing to their superior capability of diffusion transport. As MEMSs have
complex and high-aspect-ratio structures, using a supercritical fluid as a process
medium in MEMS fabrication provides ideal performance in film coating, plug
filling of concave features, and the etching/cleaning of residues. In this chapter,
the physicochemical properties of supercritical fluids are first described in terms
of MEMS processing, but from a different point of view than that of the common
literature on supercritical chemical processing. Next, various applications to thin
film processing are described with a focus on interconnect/wiring fabrication of
MEMS devices.
Keywords: supercritical fluid, carbon dioxide, electroplating, thin film deposition,
interconnect, wiring, electrode

1. Introduction
In MEMS devices, high-aspect-ratio three-dimensional components are
employed, and their sizes vary from the nm-scale to the mm-scale. Interconnects
and conductor wiring/electrodes are not exceptions.
Si micromachining is a key MEMS technology. Si micromachining has been
developed and expanded based on Si integrated circuit fabrication technologies.
The step that applies electrically-conductive components to a non-conductive surface is called “metallization”. In Si processing, metallization refers to process steps
that place wiring or interconnects on the Si device surface. Vacuum evaporation was
employed in the early era of the Noyes patent [1]. Sputtering was soon introduced,
and is now the most commonly used metallization process. The progress of Si
large-scale integrated circuit (LSI) technology was accomplished in large part by
the advancement of vacuum and dry process technologies.
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This paradigm changed drastically in 1987 when IBM released Cu metallization
technology for ultra-large-scale integrated circuit (ULSI) fabrication. As the dry
etching of Cu is not straightforward, Cu is electroplated into trenches or vias—a
via is a vertical hole that connects upper and lower layers of horizontal wiring—,
and the excess Cu is removed by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP). The
significance of this is that wet technologies, which were used only for cleaning in
advanced ULSI manufacturing, were introduced to metallization. ULSI interconnect metals other than Cu, such as Co and Ru, are now deposited by electrochemical
deposition, but vacuum processes are also commonly used in ULSI metallization.
Process scientists and engineers have long used gas, vacuum, and wet technologies in USI metallization, utilizing their advantages and minimizing their drawbacks. But what comes next? If vacuum or wet processes impose limitations, what
can be done?
MEMSs have more various and complicated structures than LSIs, as their dimensions, operating principles, and functions vary enormously. Wiring that interconnects sensors, actuators, and electronic components takes on different dimensions
and shapes, and substrate materials also vary from semiconductors, ceramics, and
glasses to polymers. This diversity sometimes challenges the limitations of existing
wet and dry processes.
Fortunately, the use of supercritical CO2 fluid can help to solve some of these
issues. Supercritical CO2 is a fluidic medium that is neither a gas nor a liquid. It
has solvent capability and zero surface tension. The application of supercritical
CO2 to LSI processing was attempted for drying [2] and cleaning [3] in the 1990s.
Moreover, supercritical CO2 was commonly used for sticking−/stiction-free drying, which was the simplest application of supercritical CO2 because no additional
chemicals or gases must be added to the CO2 and the operation temperature is not
very high.
This section describes the use of supercritical CO2 in metal deposition. Cu and
related metal deposition is reviewed along with data regarding the fabrication of
wiring and interconnects.

2. What is supercritical CO2 fluid?
Figure 1 shows a phase diagram of CO2 and depicts the motion of CO2 molecules. The phases (liquid, gas, solid) of a substance are uniquely defined as a
function of pressure and temperature. The phase diagram maps the regions of
the phases, and the borders between the phases are called equilibrium lines. The
gas-liquid equilibrium line dead-ends at the upper-right, and this point is called the
critical point. Above the critical point, the substance behaves as a homogeneous and
continuous fluid, neither as a gas nor as a liquid, and this fluid is called a supercritical fluid. The critical point of CO2 is 7.38 MPa and 31.1°C [4]. CO2 has a lower
critical pressure and temperature than most other industrially-used supercritical
fluids such as H2O.
Supercritical CO2 fluid has the following superior characteristics: (1) nanopenetration capability comparable to that of a gas, (2) solvent and cleaning capability comparable to a liquid, (3) inert, stable, and safe, (4) zero surface tension, and
(5) recyclability. It has been used industrially for the extraction of caffeine, edible
oils, essential oils, and aromatic substances. Supercritical CO2 has also been widely
used in electron microscopy to dehydrate biological tissues. This technique is called
“critical point drying” and is an essential technique used to prevent the shrinkage of
tissues during drying. Table 1 lists several important properties of gas, liquid, and
supercritical CO2 fluids.
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Figure 1.
Conceptual phase diagram of CO2 and a depiction of the motion of molecules.
Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(kg/m/s)

Thermal conductivity
(W/m/K)

Diffusion
constant (m2/s)

Liquid

1000

10−3

0.6

10−9

Supercritical
fluid

100

3 × 10−5

0.1

10−7

Gas

0.7

1 × 10−5

0.03

10−5

Table 1.
Properties of gas, liquid, and supercritical carbon dioxide fluids.

Several uses of supercritical CO2 in microelectronics manufacturing have been
proposed, such as wafer cleaning and high-aspect-ratio photoresist drying, as
mentioned above. In metallization or wire formation, the deposition of highlyconductive metals is of concern. Besides vacuum technology, there are two other
commonly used categories of technology for the chemical deposition of metals.
One is electrochemical deposition; in our case, electrodeposition (electroplating),
in which a thin metal film is formed from metal cations. The other is chemical
deposition, in which a thin metal film is formed from metal-containing molecules.
Furthermore, electroless deposition can be employed, and will also be discussed.

3. Electrochemical deposition
3.1 Catalyst seeding for electroless plating
Electroless plating is a series of non-galvanic reactions proceeding thermochemically in an aqueous solution. A noble metal catalyst is necessary to start the
reactions, in which metal cations are reduced to zero-valence metal atoms by a
reduction reagent added to the electrolyte. One very strong advantage of electroless
plating is its ability to metallize non-conductive substances such as polymers and
glasses. In MEMS devices, electroless plating has a large advantage in fabricating
actuators and flexible devices that use polymers as a supporting component.
The adhesion of metals to polymers has been a serious issue in polymer metallization, as the attractive forces between metals and polymers are generally weak.
3
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Moreover, the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between metals and
polymer is large, which can induce significant internal shear stress at the interface.
Metal-polymer delamination can easily occur by either effect between the polymer
and the electroless-plated metal or between the polymer and the seeded noble
metal catalyst. When the components are large, such as in the automobile industry
or in commodity manufacturing, the polymer surface can be roughened by chromic or manganese acids, greatly enhancing adhesion. This is frequently referred
to as the “anchor effect“. However, in MEMS and/or microelectronic applications, nanometer precision is required, and such brute force methods cannot be
employed.
The use of supercritical CO2 to catalyze the polymer surface has been proposed.
Supercritical CO2 has a high-diffusivity as well as a low viscosity. It is a non-polar
hydrophobic fluid and functions as a plasticizer for hydrophobic polymers [5, 6].
In addition to these characteristics, supercritical CO2 is a solvent that can dissolve hydrophobic organic compounds, including organometallic complexes.
Organometallic complexes that have ligands containing a large alkyl group or
a fluorinated group have a higher solubility in supercritical CO2. For instance,
dimethyl(cyclooctadiene)platinum II and hexafluoroacetylacetonatepalladium
(Pd(hfac)2) are known to have high solubility [7]. These dissolved compounds will
diffuse towards the free volume of a polymer that has been swelled in supercritical
CO2.
Noble metal complexes can function as catalysts for electroless plating; however,
as free metals offer superior catalytic performance, these organometallic compounds are thermally decomposed or reduced by a reduction reagent. One example
of this type of reaction is:
Pd (hfac) 2 + H 2 ➔Pd + Hhfac

(1)

Byproducts of this type of reaction dissolve better than the organometallic compounds, therefore, they do not reside in the polymer. Free metal atoms form clusters
and/or nanoparticles that are dispersed in the polymer matrix [8].
When a polymer treated in this manner is placed in a plating bath, an electroless
deposition reaction starts at the metal catalyst surfaces that are exposed to the bath
solution. As the catalyst metal particles are embedded in the polymer, the adhesion
between the polymer and the plated metal is improved. Dispersion of the catalyst
particles influences the adhesion significantly. The dispersion density and dispersion
thickness are tailored by adjusting the conditions of the injection of the complexes,
such as the concentration, temperature, and CO2 pressure. Mixtures of organometallic complexes can also be used.
In this chapter, the application of supercritical CO2 fluids for electroless plating
is described. The fluids are used as a medium to provide a catalyst to a non-conductive surface. The fabrication of Cu-coated aramid fibers [8], liquid crystal polymers
[9], and polymide sheets [10] has been reported. The topic in this chapter does not
include a plating process itself, electroless plating in a supercritical CO2-based fluid
was also reported. The design concept of an electroless plating bath is similar to the
electroplating described hereinafter.
3.2 Electroplating
In electroplating, an external electric potential is applied to a conductive
workpiece in an electrolyte, and a metal film is deposited through electrochemical reactions. Metal ions (cations) are reduced by the electrons injected from the
surface of the conductive workpiece. Electroplating offers a high current efficiency,
4
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a large deposition rate, cost effectiveness, low temperature (room temperature)
process capability, and the ability to fabricate three-dimensionally complicated
components, which is called electrocasting. For these reasons, electroplating has
been widely used in various industries to manufacture automobiles, appliances,
machine elements, tools and jewelry. In MEMS fabrication processes, electroplating
is a commonly used technique for metallization, electrode/wiring formation, and
metal component fabrication. LSI Cu metallization and the fabrication of inductors in the pickup heads of magnetic disks are well known nanotech applications of
electroplating.
Supercritical CO2 itself is not electrically conductive or polar, and is not miscible
with electrolytes, and Silvestri concluded that supercritical CO2 is not appropriate
as a medium for electrochemical reactions [11]. One way of solving this serious
issue is to add a supporting electrolyte to the CO2, and the synthesis of conductive
polymer [12] and Cu plating [13] have been reported.
Sone et al. proposed the use of a supercritical CO2-aqueous electrolyte emulsion
as a medium for electrochemical reactions. Such an emulsion can be formed by adding a surfactant, such as poly(ethylene oxide)alkyl ethers and stirring this mixture
above the critical point of CO2 [14, 15]. Before stirring, the CO2 and electrolyte are
separated, and an apparently single-phase mixture solution, or emulsion is formed
when the mixture is stirred intensively. Interestingly, this emulsion is electrically
conductive. That is, current paths that connect the anode and cathode exist, and
thus electroplating reactions can occur. Sone named this process “supercritical
nanoplating,” abbreviated SNP hereinafter (Figure 2).
Figure 3 compares the surfaces of electroplated Ni films. The film obtained by
SNP using a usual plating solution (Watts bath) as an electrolyte had a smoother
surface. On the other hand, the film obtained using the Watts bath alone exhibited
pinholes and scratches/grooves. The pinholes originated from H2 bubbles at the
cathode surface and the scratches and grooves reflect the surface roughness of the
workpiece. This superior surface smoothness of the SNP sample was thought to be
due to good miscibility between H2 and supercritical CO2. The H2 bubbles dissolve
in the supercritical CO2, suppressing the formation of pinholes and improving
the surface levelness. The critical role of the supercritical CO2 in the SNP was
confirmed by comparing these results with those of another experiment that used
a hexane-electrolyte emulsion—supercritical CO2 has a similar solvent capability
as hexane and hexane is also nonconductive—, and the surface topography of that
deposited film was much worse than that shown in Figure 3 [16].
These advantages of SNP are quite attractive for MEMS component production. Many MEMS components have complicated three-dimensional topography,

Figure 2.
Supercritical nanoplating (SNP). Courtesy of Prof. Masato Sone.
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Figure 3.
Surfaces of Ni films deposited using a usual Ni plating solution (Watts bath, left) and SNP (right). Courtesy
of Prof. Masato Sone.

and this makes it difficult to employ conventional electroplating. The electrolysis
reaction competing with the plating reaction produces gaseous H2, and the resulting H2 gas bubbles cause pinholes and voids. Void formation is a serious issue in
wiring/interconnect formation, especially for via filling. More H2 bubbles or voids
appear when the plating time is longer or the current density is higher. The sizes
of MEMS components are diverse, and a long time and/or a high current density
plating process is needed to fabricate large components, which tends to lead to
void formation. SNP does not generate bubbles, and Ni micro pillars 50–120 μm in
diameter have been successfully formed by electroplating Ni in holes opened in an
SU-8 film [17].
SNP of Cu has also been demonstrated. Cu nanoparticles were co-added to a
plating emulsion to tailor the distribution of the electric field in the emulsion.
Figure 4 shows cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) images
of Cu-filled LSI test vias 60 nm in diameter and 120 nm in depth. No voids or fill
flaws were observed [18]. The Cu grew from the via bottom, so a bottom-up fill
was performed, and the via consisted of a single grain texture (111). SNP allows the
control of crystallinity by tuning the plating conditions. One difference from ordinary electroplating is that the current path in an SNP bath is generated through the
percolation of micelles of the electrolyte. Electrochemical reactions can occur when
a chain of micelles is incidentally generated and connects the cathode and anode.
This percolation chain is instantly severed, realizing pulse-like electroplating and
leading to improved crystallinity and growth rate. The application of supercritical
CO2 fluids to Cu through-Si vias (TSVs) was also reported [19], demonstrating the
versatility of this method.

Figure 4.
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of a Cu via. Courtesy of Prof. M. Sone.
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4. Supercritical fluid chemical deposition
4.1 Principle and features
In supercritical fluid chemical deposition, abbreviated SFCD or SCFD, the
deposition reactions proceed thermochemically. The precursor is dissolved in the
supercritical fluid, and the fluid functions as a reaction medium and is not usually
involved in the deposition reaction. This is similar to thermal CVD or metal organic
CVD (MOCVD) using an inert gas as a carrier of the precursor. The precursor
used in CVD is a gas, at least when supplied to the reaction chamber, and therefore
should be volatile. Most metal organic compounds are not very volatile and are
mostly sold, as their molecular weight is large, which often leads to difficulty in
process design and control and in ensuring safety and cleanliness. However, in
SFCD, the precursors are dissolved in the supercritical CO2 fluid (CO2 is commonly
used) and the good diffusivity of the fluid enables conformal deposition and/or
nanofilling, which are crucial for MEMS device fabrication.
For example, a deposition reaction can be stated as:
Cu (hfac) 2 + H 2 ➔Cu + 2Hhfac

(2)

for the case of Cu deposition [20], where hfac = a hexafluoroacetylacetonate ligand.
The byproduct Hhfac (hexafluoroacetylacetone) has a higher solubility in supercritical
CO2, which means that this reaction preferentially proceeds to the right, the deposition temperature is lower than for the same reaction in the gas, and the deposited Cu
contains less impurities. Other noble and near-noble metals such as Ni [21, 22], Co
[21], Pd [23], Pt [24], and Ru [25] can be deposited using similar chemistry. Typical
temperatures and pressures for Cu deposition are 50–250°C, and 10–20 MPa. These
temperatures are higher than those used for supercritical CO2 drying and cleaning;
reactive metals are generally not deposited as they react with the CO2. Oxides can also
be deposited in a similar manner through thermochemical reactions in the fluid that
dissolve the precursors. RuOx [25], TiO2 [26], SiO2 [27], ZnO [28], Al2O3 [29], Y2O3
[30], Bi2O3 [31], SrO [32], and other oxides and mixed oxides that are deposited by
CVD can also be deposited by SFCD. Figure 5 illustrates the principles of SFCD for
high-aspect-ratio feature filling, and this will be discussed below.
4.2 Film deposition and nano filling
SFCD exhibits superior conformal deposition. The example shown here is the
metallization of glass fibers. A few-mm-thick glass fiber textile was immersed in

Figure 5.
Principles of metal filling into small features by SFCD.
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a supercritical CO2 solution and Cu deposition was carried out. Figure 6 shows a
cut cross-section after the Cu deposition. Due to good diffusivity and penetrability of the supercritical CO2, even the deep interior of the textile was successfully
metallized.
Supercritical CO2 is hydrophobic. This means that it can wet deep into complicated structures that have a hydrophobic surface that would repel an electroplating
electrolyte. Figure 7 shows MEMS needles designed for electric bio-tweezers. The
needles are made by filling Cu into a PDMS mother die, fabricated by an ordinary
MEMS pattern transfer process. One challenge in forming this structure is the
coating and filling of Cu into the PDMS while maintaining a sharp tip. One serious
issue in Cu metallization is the formation of a seed (electrode) Cu layer directly on
the needles. Sputtering is not very useful due to the poor conformability of sputtering. Moreover, overheating and deterioration of the PDMS occurred due to the
incidence of energetic ions, as PDMS is thermally insulative. Electroless plating
was thought to be a promising alternative technology, but the poor wettability of
the electrolyte was a serious issue preventing good film conformability. Cu CVD
requires a high temperature and poor nucleation due to weak Cu-PDMS chemical
interaction was also problematic. Cu SFCD can avoid all of the above issues. The
surface of the PDMS needles was coated with a thin Cu film by SFCD, and then
Cu was electroplated using the SFCD Cu layer as a seed layer to thicken the Cu
film. The PDMS mother die was detached and self-standing Cu needles remained
(Figure 7).
Figures 8 and 9 shows electron micrographs of Cu filled into test structures of
LSI interconnects (vias and trenches). Nanofeatures with aspect ratios of 10–40
were successfully filled. The superior filling capability of SFCD was demonstrated
by completely filling 2 nm hydrophobic pores (in a porous low-dielectric constant

Figure 6.
Metallization of glass fibers. Illustrated principle (a), cut cross-sections after (b) and before (c) metallization.
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Figure 7.
SEM images of Cu bio-tweezers (a, b) and process steps. (1) glass template, (2) pattern transfer to PDMS,
(3) seed Cu layer formation by SFCD, (4) Cu electroplating, and (5) detachment of PDMS.

Figure 8.
Cu filling into nanoscale features for LSI. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of 50-nm-wide trenches, (b) crosssectional TEM image of 130-nm-diameter vias, (c) Cu fill into 5 nm pores.

film) with Cu [33]. Similar outstanding filling capabilities have been repeatedly
reported [34, 35]. Other LSI metallization materials such as Ni and Co demonstrate
comparable superior filling capabilities [22]. The dimensions of LSI interconnects
and wiring are continuously shrinking, while the aspect ratio of the interconnects
is increasing; therefore, SFCD is a very attractive technology for LSI interconnect
fabrication.
SFCD metallization has also been applied to MEMS-based LSI packaging (Jisso) technologies. One example is the metallization of Si through-vias
(Si TSVs) or glass through-vias (TGVs) [36, 37], where high aspect-ratio vias
opened by engraving an Si or glass wafer using micromachining technology were
metallized with Cu. Figure 10 shows a cross-sectional optical micrograph of
Cu-metallized bent TGVs in a glass interposer. The interposer is a small circuit
board that provides interconnects between Si chips attached to it and provides
electrical connections to the printed circuit board on which the interposer is
mounted. Si and glass are promising next-generation materials, and if the vias
can be bended and pass through the interposer, the through-vias will form a faster
and shorter electrical circuit inside the interposer body. The aspect ratios of such
through-vias are extremely high, and it is a serious issue that there is no practical method to fill the vias or coat the via interior with a diameter of 15 μm and a
length of 2 mm (aspect ratio = 130).
9
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Figure 9.
Cu filling into deep nanoscale features using different precursors. Dibm = diisobutyrylmethane,
hfac = hexafluoroacetylacetone, dippa = diisopropylpropion-amidinate.

Figure 10.
Cu coating inside TGVs with an aspect ratio of 130. (a) Cross-sectional optical micrograph of a glass interposer,
and (b), (c), and (d) show enlarged views of regions B, C, and D in (a).

5. Advantages of using supercritical fluids
The general advantages of supercritical fluids have already been described
above. Here, we discuss specific advantages over other media (gases and liquids).
First, a supercritical fluid is the best medium for the transport of chemical
precursors by diffusion. Many publications on supercritical fluid processing
have stated that supercritical fluids have a density as high as that of a liquid and a
diffusivity as high as that of a gas. However, as shown in Table 1, the density and
diffusivity of supercritical CO2 both have intermediate values, between that of the
gas and the liquid. In contrast, the ability to transport a dissolving substance by
diffusion, or diffusion flux, becomes the highest, as the diffusion flux is a product
of diffusivity and density (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11.
Diffusion flux (a) and molecular motions in small features (b) of gas, liquid, and supercritical fluids.

This is analogous to transport on motorways. In a suburban area, the speed
of cars (diffusivity) is high but the number of cars (density) is low, so the overall
transportation volume is low. In big cities like Tokyo, Moscow, New York, and Paris,
the motorways are heavily backed up (high density), and the cars move slowly
(low diffusivity). As a result, the net transportation volume is small. On inter-city
motorways, cars run at a moderate speed (medium diffusivity) keeping a moderate
inter-vehicle distance (medium density), and therefore the transport volume per a
unit time is the highest (Figure 12).
Inside high-aspect-ratio features, diffusion transport is the governing transportation mechanism; other transport mechanisms such as advection are negligible especially, inside nanoscale features. Therefore, the supercritical fluid has
the best ability to transport chemical precursors deep into small high-aspect-ratio
features.

Figure 12.
Condensation/precipitation of precursor inside nanoscale features upon temperature change in supercritical
medium.
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The second distinct feature of the supercritical fluid is its complicated solubility
behavior. The solubility of a substance in supercritical CO2 fluid is a function of
temperature and pressure. At high temperatures, the vapor pressure of the solute
increases, increasing the solubility, whereas the decrease in the fluid density leads
to the decrease in the solvent capability of the fluid, decreasing the solubility. At
higher pressures, the fluid density increases and the solvent capability increases,
although the high pressure can influence molecular interaction and decrease the
solubility. During actual processing, the temperature of the specimen/wafer/
workpiece and the pressure of the fluid inevitably change. Such changes can lead to
precipitation, liquefaction, condensation, and even re-dissolution of the precursor.
Condensation and precipitation occur preferentially in concave nanofeatures, and
once the condensation occurs, the condensed phase will not easily re-dissolve into
the supercritical CO2. The condensed phase finally converts to a solid under proper
reaction chemistry, resulting in nano-filling.
It should be noted that the above phenomena are unique and distinct characteristics of supercritical CO2 and do not occur in gas or liquid processes. These
characteristics can be observed in terms of nano-deposition and are not obvious or
common, even to researchers who work with supercritical fluids. Unique physicochemical properties of supercritical fluids open possibilities of completely novel
nanofabrication technologies.

6. Summary
This chapter described the leading principles of the formation of high quality,
high aspect ratio, and three-dimensional wiring and interconnects for MEMS and
LSI applications using supercritical CO2. The unique characteristics of supercritical
CO2 allow it to meet future requirements for increased complexity, miniaturization,
and scale divergence of MEMS components.
Common sense as applied in semiconductor wet and dry processes is not
applicable in designing supercritical CO2 processes. There is a lot of room for the
development of true novel processes and processors. The future development of
supercritical fluid processing must involve rethinking the pros and cons of existing
dry and wet processes.
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